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It is a truism that disputation is the lifeblood of science. When
discussing contentious issues, however, scientists are expected to
demonstrate some degree of balance. It was with growing disbelief,
therefore, that we read the review of Douglas and co-workers [1], in
which the authors claim to elucidate and clarify current opinions
regarding normal and abnormal development of the pulmonary vein.
We wondered why the authors have chosen to ignore the role of
current standard molecular analyses, which can determine the
developmental origin of the myocardium surrounding the separate
cardiac cavities? These recent investigations undermine their prof-
fered explanation for the origin of the pulmonary vein. Using these
new techniques, it is now possible to label irreversibly cells that once
expressed a speciﬁc gene in a mouse embryo, thus permitting
construction of fate maps, which reveal the lineage of the marked
cells and their descendents [2]. Using these techniques, it is thus
possible to study the origin of the cells of the different components of
the four-chambered heart, which, in turn, provides crucial information
when we seek the cause of cardiac malformations.
As summarized recently [3], these studies have established
unequivocally the myocardial origins of the structures forming the
venous pole of the heart. The myocardium surrounding the systemic
venous tributaries, or sinus myocardium, has been shown to be
derived from precursor cells that express the transcription factor
Tbx18. This myocardium is devoid of the important cardiac
transcription factor Nkx2-5, which in turn, prevents expression of
the gap junctional protein connexin 40, required for fast conduction,
but allows expression of the cardiac pacemaker channel Hcn4. The
situation is fundamentally different with regard to the pulmonary
vein and its surrounding myocardial sleeve. As is explained by
Douglas and colleagues, this vein is not itself initially surrounded by
myocardial sleeves, but is connected to a cavity surrounded by
myocardium that has never expressed Tbx18, proving that this
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myocardium has a different origin than that of the myocardium
clothing the systemic venous tributaries, or “sinus venosus”. This
myocardium, from the outset of development, has a typical atrial
working myocardial phenotype, expressing the gap junctional
protein connexin 40, required for fast conduction, and of course
the transcription factor Nkx2-5. The myocardial sleeves surrounding
the pulmonary veins at later stages have a similar working
myocardial molecular phenotype, but one that is essentially different
from the sinus muscle.
The authors place great emphasis on their ﬁnding of similarity in the
patterns of expression of certain genes, such as podoplanin, HNK-1 and
CCS-LacZ. Such ﬁndings, however, do not imply that the pulmonary and
systemic venous myocardial sleeves share a similar developmental
origin. It is well accepted that the atrial and ventricular myocardial
masses share the expression of many genes, but nobody would suggest
that these parts of the heart have an identical developmental origin.
Why is this important for the clinician? We think that basic
research can provide the foundation required for subsequent clinical
investigations leading to therapeutic applications. We know that the
pulmonary venous myocardium is not derived from the myocardium
of the sinus venosus. Consequently, it is inappropriate to explain
arrhythmias originating from the pulmonary myocardium simply by
stating that they drain to the systemic venous sinus. This is not playing
with words. The myocardium of the sinus venosus is shown by the
lineage studies to have a fundamentally different origin than the
pulmonary venous myocardium. The next question, therefore, is
whether there might be another explanation for the arrhythmias
originating from the sleeves surrounding the pulmonary veins? Apart
from re-entry phenomena, that are entirely possible given the
histological architecture [4], we should remember that this myocar-
dium is molecularly distinct from myocardium forming the left atrial
appendage, and might be more prone than the ordinary working
myocardium to subtle changes in the level of expression of transcrip-
tion factors such as Nkx-2-5, Tbx5 and Pitx2 [5]. Such a concept ﬁts
well with the known strong individual variability in human subjects
exhibiting atrial ﬁbrillation.
The authors of this manuscript have certiﬁed that they comply
with the Principles of Ethical Publishing in the International Journal of
Cardiology [6].
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